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Dragon ball super broly reddit

If you have seen the film, please evaluate it in this poll. If you haven't seen the movie but would like to see the result of the poll click here. Click here to see the rankings of the 2019 films, Click here, to see the rankings of each poll made Summary: Goku and Vegeta meeting Broly, Saiyan warrior unlike any fighter they have faced beforeDirector: Tatsuya NagamineWriters:screenplay Akira Toriyama based on characters Akira ToriyamaCast (English): Sean Schemmel - Goku / Go Vic Mignogna - BrolyChristopher Sabat - Vegeta / Gogeta /
Piccolo / Shenron / King VegetaChris Ayres - FriezaDameon Clarke - ParagasMonica Rial - BulmaErica Lindbeck - CheelaiBruce Carey - LemoIan Sinclair - WhisJason Douglas -Beerus / King ColdSonny Franks - KikonoVeronica Taylor - BerryblueSonny Strait - BardockAnthony Bowling - BeetsEmily Neves - Gi nePhil Parsons - NappaJustin Cook - RaditzJustin Briner - Young VegetaKara Edwards - GotenDaman Mills - Moroalexalexis Tipton - TrunksRotten Tomatoes: 83% Metacritic: ? After Credits Scene? NoAll previous official
discussions can be found r/discussionarchivePage 2 I keep it brief. The beets, the pastler that Paragus killed at the beginning of the movie. He wasn't aggressive. He was actually quite timid and timid. Bardock get tired of destruction and wants to save something. He's sending Kakarot to Earth to keep him off Frieza's radar. Family bonds are not allegedly a Saiyan thing. Gine, can't you do that? Do I have to say more? Broly's childhood friend. Bah and Broly trained and played together, forming a close bond. Wikia states that Saiyan's children
don't play games. They'd rather fight each other. Were the Saiyans, of course, evil, or were they just soldiers following the orders of their evil superiors? Page 2Posted byu/[deleted]1 year ago 73 comments Shouldn't we just take Frieza seriously anymore? This man has gone from a real serious threat to the actors and the world, to a full-blown comedic relief. His motivation is literally a joke and not a funny one for it. HAHAHAHAHAH he wants to be taller XD I'm not kidding. Seriously. The reason Frieza collects Dragon Balls again (not even
super dragon balls that) because he wants to be taller ... And he should behave in some strange parallel / foil bulma who is also collecting dragon balls for superficial reasons......... You know, in the end Super seemed like they were at least trying to put him in real danger again after destroying him during the tournament with power, with him heaped power on one of the very last scenes of super while pledging to take his revenge. But apparently, I must have had a dream of hallucinogenic fever that no one else could see, because all he's
shown since returning to life is a constant stream of incompetence and real underdevelopment. He is a joke, and not inadvertently, they actually knowingly and willingly put him in this situation. He's not dangerous, and so much is clear. And it's not like it was It's going to be a good villain again because it was a mistake to bring him back. RoF was terrible, Frieza YEETed himself up to God's level for reasons that didn't make sense and never existed in the original DBZ and he showed only himself to be more incompetent as time went on.
There are only so many times a villain can fail in front of an audience before we stop taking them seriously completely, Frieza reached this point when The Strains sliced him in half 20+ years ago. But then it made sense because it worked. Frieza had reached the end of his term at DBZ and, of course, was sent. The Frieza saga was over and done and he had fulfilled his role in the plot. BUUUUUUUUUT, because nostalgia and fanservice are a bane of all good things, he is back not one but twice during the super era. And despite the fact
that RoF is garbage, at least Frieza was himself. He was still under-handed, proud and incredibly arrogant, showing extreme rage when things didn't go his way. Then, ToP happened, and he worked with Goku to save the universe. Boom! All the tension disappeared because of Frieza. And now in Broly's movie? He wants to be taller..... It's like when they brought Palpatine or Darth Vader back to the new trilogy and then he made a hit dab on screen comedic relief. It's just shit. R.I.P. Frieza like a villain. (1989-2017) He was only a good
NamekAnd before I get any retarded: DB has always had silly comments, no, not like that. The only villains that have ever had jokes are random lower-level villains: like the NRA guys, the random tournament fighters they encountered. You took Cell, Tao Pai Pai, King Piccolo, Piccolo, Frieza, Cell, Androids, and even buu pink jolly killer seriously. The series knew when to be funny and when not to be, but it's tonal. I can't take Frieza seriously during or after this, he's too much castrated, and it's garbage. The number of inconsistencies and
retcons is frenzied. One that sticks to me is when Frieza gives explicit orders that while Broly and Pargus could do whatever they wanted for Vegeta, Goku was leaving him, he even says that Pargus should understand how deep revenge can run and boil within someone. Then later, when Broly is kicking Goku in the ass, he says: It seems like I can't get a chance to kill that monkey after all LOLThen there's a whole opening jada where everything that happens contradicts everything before that. Goku is a small child unlike a child, when he is
sent off-planet, Goku is sent away not to conquer Earth, but to save his life, and Planet Vegeta does not fight back to Frieza, only Bardock does and like another. Goku tries to prevent Vegeta from killing Broly, but then later Gogeta tries to stop him out. In the end, it doesn't make sense. So Frieza is trying to conquer/destroy the Earth and murder both Goku and Vegeta with their new pimped out saiyan warrior, right? So what? they do at the end? THEY LET HIM GO. They literally just stand there and let it go. And it's not one of those
moments where they let him go could be interpreted as him fleeing, no, I mean Gogeta was literally holding Frieza's hand and letting him go. People talking about the problem with comics is that because they are corporate ownership and not artist-owned, they artificially expand the arcs and stories of characters that should have inferred and constantly pursued the status quo as opposed to changing it, well, it's time to recognize that Dragon Ball is at this point now. They want Frieza to be a recurring villain who Goku and Vegeta have no
logical reason to leave life, Goku and Vegeta are rivals beerus is the goal they never want to reach, they just want Beerus and Whis to be around and comment on the battles, never participate in them. The reason we do not know whether Goku and Vegeta are as strong as Beerus as Gogeta, Vegito, mui or UI, or etc etc, etc etc, etc. is because they do not care / want us to know. They want it to be a goal they will strive for forever, but will never reach. It may be a eng dub thing, but the dialogue is ass and too nasal. There's also this moment
that stands out to me, where Broly's waifu comments on the fact that Broly is nothing but a tool for Pargus and then Orangeman (bad) says the equivalent of yep, sucks it like 3 separate times in this scene. It's repetitive and terrible, and it's not the only example of this screen; It may seem a little, but small things come together. It feels like half the time they look at the camera and goes: Remember when it happened? * wink * Or something about, like, who had this movie made? For half the time it seems as if it's trying to explain the already
established factoids of any new or forgetful members who are in the audience and seem to piss. And yes I know this is an adaptation of Dragon Ball Minus, why is it? Shouldn't this movie be a canon or?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Batman's bad blood problem. You know how when one watches a movie trailer, they watch cracked/important pieces of a story that will eventually be completed later? It's not going to happen to this movie, it's going to keep going until the end. There are no twists and turns in this movie, you can watch just the fighting scenes and get the same amount of excitement/pleasure out of it. RoF may be complete shit, but at least this is a movie real plot. The characters that have this feeling that need to tell the story that the film provides for the story.
It has stakes, consequences, and it seems like the film is happening in the DB universe, this film feels like it's happening in isolation. This whole movie feels like it was built around a trailer. As the trailer was made to feed you was the actual plot, but then it turned out that literally nothing.__________________________________________________-I should not emphasize retarded inconsistencies in the UI does not appear, SSB KKX20 does not appear, SSB does not appear, SSB does not appear, or etc? As I know at probably hates every
TOEI form that exists, but if this movie should be a canon then there really is no excuse it exists? Now Broly: Legendary SSJ was always a shitty movie in the first place, walking was shit, it was also not twisted and twisted, and Broly's motivation was a joke. But if you're going to recast Broly as a concept, surely you're keeping his deep-seated hatred of Goku in his character? But they didn't, so I guess his hatred of Goku is not the thing now? It must be one of the few concepts you keep when you were writing Broly.Back tonaline garbage, this
film is like TLJ, it constantly ruins serious moments of tension and buildup for the sake of cheap jokes that aren't that great at all. Frieza arrives on earth and they're staring? Haha, Frieza said the word nasty and Goku do not know what it means LOL As hell me, why has DB become more of a parody of itself than TFS? There's also this scene where right after Vegeta hears Planet Vegeta is destroyed, it goes meh and it is depicted as comedic relief and stuff..... ARE YOU MESSING WITH ME? Vegeta? SAIYAN PRIDE VEGETA? Whose
personality is proud of his race, his home world, his royalty and his legacy, doesn't care? For all his motivation during the Saiyan Saga wishes for immortality so that he can finally stand frieza! GODDAMN IT! Shit, this movie's blowing. Piccolo is literally only a fan in this movie, and they don't even try to hide it. I mean, DB at this point is only perpetuated by fanservice and nostalgia goggles so I don't think I should be surprised, but it's just retarded. In b4: No, he teaches them fusion dance, so he is in the movie in less than 5 minutes is good.
Why does the raft look old when saiyans stop aging? Why does this random dimension break the mess and then never talk? Why is Pargus using a laser gun? He never throws a ki blast all over the movie, I'm not kidding. If Broly waifu and Orangeman are supposedly good enough people to care about Broly and his family's situation, why should they unite and help frieza's power that kills planets full of innocent people on a regular basis? And no, his desire to be free from the forces of the galaxy's jaco is not a good enough reason to help
Space Hitler. Lol.i mean the fact Kale and Broly exist are just shows what's going on with Super and this movie. Broly, has been brought back in many different ways despite the fact that he was always a shitty character and conceptually flawed he was a fan favorite, which is all that matters in the modern Dragon ball, so why has he brought back so much. (You could also replace Broly with Frieza in the previous sentence) I mean, what else can you say about DBS in general? You essentially have a generation of writers who grew up
watching OG DB and DBZ when they were small and then grew up to be writers of DBS, bringing all their crazy fan ideas with them: What if GOKUUU-SAN USED KAIOKEN THOUGH SSJ? What if there were hot female pasties that were super cool and talented!? What if Goku could destroy the universes? What if the strains used a ghost bomb, but like... As a sword! What if Broly was a Canon!? The point is that fans do not write as AT, they like to write as fans db would write db: ...... Like shit. They don't know how to write DB because
they're not the author, they're fans, they write DB through the lenses of their 10-year-old selves to get hyped about Goku doing something amazing, they don't think about why what Goku did was amazing they're thinking about what they want to see: More changes even if thin a lot of them reduce the impact of the hype and they don't make sense, more Piccolo even if it doesn't make sense, more Broly even if it doesn't make sense. When a fan writes fanfic, they write it in their built-in misconceptions and prejudices work that they are fans of
and it threaded the author's creation in a way that is strange because they are not the author. A good example of how gradually less and less intelligent Goku has changed over time despite the fact that he was never, just ignorant. Tell me Goku is increasingly retarded does not show misunderstandings or remember the key character to the point where you exaggerate the character of your mind. (Self-flanderization if you like) It's puzzling how weird Super is basically. It relies on the organ of the previous series, but it also threads and twists it
so that it no longer has DB at the same time. And don't get me wrong, I'm open to change, actually, when I started watching DBS I was going to be waiting for a lot of changes to keep DB fresh and interesting would be written much differently that it was 20+ years ago bringing DB back, but new elements. But no, somehow they are simultaneously too scared to venture somewhere drastically new, resting on the laurels of DB and DBZ, while also bastardizing the heart of the series so much that it's not what it used to be. Dragon Ball has been
dead for a long time... And thank God I didn't see that shit in the theater like I planned. 3/10: Animation and music were good at leastPS: Apparently this film has a lot of cut content and was quite different from what AT wanted it to be, so I didn't completely blame him for this trash fire but it didn't look good. Page 2 of 62 comments
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